We investigate the information-theoretic throughput that is achievable over a fading communication link when the receiver is equipped with low-resolution analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). We focus on the case where neither the transmitter, nor the receiver have any a priori channel state information. This means that the fading realizations have to be learned through pilot transmission followed by channel estimation at the receiver, based on coarsely quantized observations. For the extreme case of one-bit ADCs and for the single-user single-input single-output case, we show that least squares (LS) estimation combined with joint pilot-data processing is optimal in terms of the achievable rate. We also investigate the uplink throughput achievable by a massive multiple-input multiple-output system in which the base station is equipped with low-resolution ADCs. We show that for the one-bit quantized case, LS estimation together with maximal ratio combing or zero-forcing detection is sufficient to support reliable multi-user transmission with high-order constellations. Numerical results show that the rates achievable in the infinite-precision (no quantization) case can be approached using ADCs with only a few bits of resolution.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is a promising multi-user MIMO technology for next generation cellular communication systems (5G) [2] . With massive MIMO, the number of antennas at the base station (BS) is scaled up by several orders of magnitude compared to traditional systems, in order to enable significant gains in capacity and energy efficiency [2] , [3] . Increasing the number of antenna elements leads to high spatial resolution; this makes it possible to simultaneously serve several user equipments (UEs) in the same time-frequency resource, which brings large capacity gains. The improvements in terms of radiated energy efficiency are enabled by the array gain that is provided by the large number of antennas.
Equipping the BS with a large number of antenna elements, however, increases considerably the hardware cost and the radio-frequency (RF) circuit power consumption [4] . This calls for the use of low-cost and power-efficient hardware components, which, however, reduce the signal quality due to increased distortion and noise. The aggregate impact of hardware impairments on massive MIMO systems is investigated in, e.g., [5] - [7] , where it is found that massive MIMO provides some degrees of robustness towards signal distortions caused by low-cost RF components.
In this paper, we consider an uplink massive MIMO system (i.e., users communicate to a BS) and focus on a particular source of signal distortion, namely the quantization noise caused by the use of low-resolution analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) at the BS. An ADC with sampling rate f s Hz and a resolution of b bits maps each sample of the continuous-time, continuous-amplitude baseband received signal to one out of 2 b quantization labels, by operating f s · 2 b quantization steps per second. In modern high-speed ADCs (e.g., with sampling rate larger than 1 GS/s), the dissipated power grows exponentially in the number of bits and linearly in the sampling rate [8] , [9] . This implies that for wideband massive MIMO systems where hundreds of high-speed converters are required, the resolution of the ADCs may have to be kept low in order to maintain the power consumed at the BS within acceptable levels.
An additional motivation for reducing the ADC resolution is to limit the amount of data that has to be transferred over the link that connects the RF components and the baseband-processing unit. For example, consider a BS that is equipped with an antenna array of 500 elements. At each antenna element, the in-phase and quadrature samples are quantized separately using a pair of 10-bit ADCs operating at 1 GS/s. Such a system would produce 10 Tbit/s of data. This exceeds by far the rate supported by the common public radio interface (CPRI) used over today's fiber optical fronthaul links [10] . Alleviating this capacity bottleneck is of particular importance in a cloud radio access network (C-RAN) architecture [11] , where the baseband processing is migrated from the BSs to a centralized unit, which may be placed at a significant distance from the BS antenna array.
An implication of lowering the ADC resolution is that the requirement on accurate radio-frequency (RF) circuitry can be relaxed. The reason is that the quantization noise may dominate over the noise introduced by other components such as mixers, oscillators, filters, and low-noise amplifiers. Hence, further power-consumption reductions may be achieved by using RF circuitry of lower quality.
The one-bit resolution case, where the in-phase and quadrature components of the continuous-valued received samples are quantized separately using one-bit quantizers, is particularly attractive because of the resulting low hardware complexity [12] , [13] . Indeed, a one-bit quantizer can be realized using only a simple comparator. Furthermore, in a one-bit architecture there is no need for automatic gain control circuitry, which is otherwise needed to match the dynamic range of the ADCs.
Previous work: Receivers employing low-resolution ADCs need to cope with the severe nonlinearity that is introduced by the coarse quantization, which may render signaling schemes and receiver algorithms developed for the case of high-resolution ADCs suboptimal.
The impact of the one-bit ADC nonlinearity on the performance of communication systems has been previously studied in the literature under various channel-model assumptions. In [14] , it is proven that BPSK is capacity achieving over a real-valued nonfading single-input single-output (SISO) Gaussian channel. For the complex-valued Gaussian channel, QPSK is optimal.
These results hold under the assumption that the one-bit quantizer is a zero-threshold comparator. It turns out that in the low-SNR regime, a zero-threshold comparator is not optimal [15] . The optimal strategy involves the use of flash-signaling [16, Def. 2] and requires an optimization over the threshold value.
Unfortunately, the power gain obtainable using this optimal strategy manifests itself only at extremely low values of spectral efficiency. Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, we shall focus exclusively on the zero-threshold comparator architecture.
For the Rayleigh-fading case, under the assumption that the receiver has access to perfect channel state information (CSI), it is shown in [17] that QPSK is capacity achieving (again for the SISO case).
The assumption that perfect CSI is available may, however, be unrealistic in the one-bit quantized case, since the nonlinear distortion caused by the one-bit quantizers makes channel estimation challenging. February 4, 2016 DRAFT In particular, if the fading process evolves rapidly, the cost of transmitting training symbols cannot be neglected. For the more practically relevant case when the channel is not known a priori to the receiver, but must be learned (for example, via pilot symbols), QPSK is optimal when the SNR exceeds a certain threshold that depends on the coherence time of the fading process [18] . For SNR values that are below this threshold, on-off QPSK is capacity achieving [18] .
For the one-bit quantized MIMO case, the capacity-achieving distribution is unknown. In [19] , it is shown that QPSK is optimal at low SNR, again under the assumption of perfect CSI at the receiver. Mo and Heath Jr. [20] derived high-SNR bounds on capacity for the case when also the transmitter has access to perfect CSI.
The channel-estimation overhead in massive MIMO can be reduced using reciprocity-based timedivision duplexing (TDD), where the channel estimates that have been obtained in the uplink are used for downlink beamforming [2] . Channel estimation on the basis of quantized observations is considered in, e.g., [21] , [22] (see also [23] for a compressive-sensing version of this problem). A closed-form solution for the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate in the one-bit case is derived in [22] , under the assumption of time-multiplexed pilots.
The use of one-bit ADCs in massive MIMO was considered in [24] . There, the authors examined the achievable uplink throughput for the scenario where the UEs transmit QPSK symbols, and the BS employs a least squares (LS) channel estimator, followed by a maximal ratio combining (MRC) or zero-forcing (ZF) detector. Their results show that large sum-rate throughputs can be achieved despite the coarse quantization. The results in [24] were extended to high-order modulations (e.g., 16-QAM) by the authors of this paper in [1] . There, we showed that one can detect not only the phase, but also the amplitude of the transmitted signal, provided that the number of BS antennas is sufficiently large and that the SNR is not too high. Choi et al. [25] recently developed a detector and a channel estimator capable of supporting
16-QAM.
A mixed-ADC architecture, where many one-bit ADCs are complemented with few high-precision ADCs on some of the antennas is proposed in [26] , [27] . It is found that the addition of a relatively small number of high-resolution ADCs increase the system performance significantly.
In all contributions reviewed so far, low-resolution quantized massive MIMO systems have been investigated solely for communication over frequency-flat, narrowband, channels. A spatial-modulationbased massive MIMO system over a frequency-selective channel was studied in [28] . The proposed receiver employs LS estimation followed by a message-passing-based detector. The performance of a lowresolution quantized massive MIMO system using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) February 4, 2016 DRAFT and operating over a wideband channel was investigated in [29] . There, it is found that using ADCs with only four to six bits resolution is sufficient to achieve performance close to the infinite-precision (i.e., no quantization) case, at no additional cost in terms of digital signal processing complexity.
All the results reviewed so far hold under the assumption of Nyquist-rate sampling at the receiver.
However, it is worth pointing out that Nyquist-rate sampling is not optimal in the presence of quantization at the receiver [30] , [31] . For example, for the one-bit quantized complex AWGN channel, high-order constellations such as 16-QAM can be supported even in the SISO case, if one allows for oversampling at the receiver [32] .
Contributions: Focusing on Nyquist-rate sampling, and on the scenario where neither the transmitter, nor the receiver have a priori CSI, we investigate the rates achievable over a narrowband Rayleigh block-fading massive MIMO channel, when the receiver is equipped with low-resolution ADCs. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• For the one-bit quantized SISO case, we prove that LS channel estimation-although inferior to the optimal maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability estimator (see [23] , [29] )-is capacity achieving when performed jointly on pilot and data symbols. In the infinite-precision case, the benefit of joint pilot-data (JPD) processing has been illustrated, e.g., in [33] - [35] , where it is shown that joint processing yields a smaller gap to capacity compared to that of separate pilot/data processing. Our result shows that in the one-bit-ADC case the gap to capacity is actually zero.
• We next consider the massive MIMO uplink case. Focusing on the one-bit ADC architecture, we generalize the analysis presented in [24] to include high-order modulations. We show that MRC/ZF detection combined with LS estimation at the BS is sufficient to support both multi-user operation and the use of high-order constellations such as 16-QAM, if the number of antennas is sufficiently large. Furthermore, the rates achievable with 16-QAM turn out to exceed the ones reported in [24] for QPSK, for SNR values as low as −15 dB and for antenna arrays of 100 elements or more. This implies that temporal oversampling, as proposed in [32] , can be replaced by spatial oversampling through the use of a massive antenna array at the BS. Our results also suggests that there exists a trade-off between the number of BS antennas and the resolution of the ADCs used at each antenna port.
• Through a numerical study, we determine the minimum ADC resolution needed to make the performance gap to the infinite-precision case negligible. Our simulations suggest that only few bits (e.g., three to four) are required to achieve performance close to the infinite-precision case for a large range of system parameters. For example, consider 10 users communicating with a BS that is equipped with 200 antennas. Furthermore, assume that the SNR is −10 dB, that 64-QAM is selected, and that ZF is used at the BS. ADCs with three-bit resolution are sufficient to attain 97% of the infinite-precision rate. This holds provided that all UEs are received with the same average power at the BS. In other words, when perfect power control is assumed.
• Finally, we assess the impact on performance of imperfect power control. Specifically, we characterize through numerical simulations the ADC resolution needed to separate the intended user from the interferers as a function of the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). For example, when the SIR is −20 dB, the achievable rate with three-bit ADCs is 89% of the infinite-precision rate. However, when the SIR is −40 dB, three-bit ADCs achieve only 15% of the infinite-precision rate. With one-bit ADCs, we attain only about 3% of the infinite-precision rate at the same interference level.
In this paper, we complement the analysis previously reported in [1] by providing the proof details of the optimality of LS estimation. We also generalize the analysis in [1] to ZF receivers and to the case of imperfect power control.
Notation: Lowercase and uppercase boldface letters denote column vectors and matrices, respectively.
The identity matrix of size N × N is denoted by I N . We use tr{·} to denote the trace of a matrix, and · to denote the 2 -norm of a vector. The standard normal distribution is denoted by N (0, 1).
Furthermore, the multivariate complex-valued circularly-symmetric Gaussian probability density function with covariance matrix Σ is denoted by CN (0, Σ). The operator E x [·] stands for the expectation over the random variable x. The mutual information between two random variables x and y is indicated by I(x; y). The real and imaginary parts of a complex scalar s are {s} and {s}. The superscripts * and H denote complex conjugate and Hermitian transpose, respectively.
Paper outline: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the massive MIMO system model. In Section III, we focus on the one-bit quantized SISO case and describe the JPD processing technique that achieves channel capacity. In Section IV, we return to the massive MIMO case and analyze it for the case of one-bit and multi-bit quantization. We conclude the paper in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the single-cell uplink system depicted in Fig. 1 . Here, K single-antenna users are served by a BS that is equipped with an array of N K antennas. We model the subchannels between each transmit-receive antenna pair as a Rayleigh block-fading channel (see e.g., [36] ), i.e., a channel that stays constant for T channel uses, and changes independently from block to block. We shall refer to T as the channel coherence interval. We further assume that the subchannels are mutually independent. The discrete-time complex baseband received signal over all antennas within an arbitrary coherence interval and before quantization is modeled as
Here, x t ∈ C K denotes the channel input from all users at time t, and H ∈ C N ×K is the channel matrix connecting the K users to the N BS antennas. The entries of H are independent and CN (0, 1)-distributed.
Furthermore, the vector w t ∈ C N , whose entries are independent and CN (0, 1)-distributed, stands for the AWGN.
The in-phase and quadrature components of the received signal at each antenna are quantized separately by an ADC of b-bit resolution. We shall characterize the ADC by specifying a set of 2 b + 1 quantization
We shall describe the joint operation of the 2N b-bit ADCs at the BS by the function Q b (·) : C N → R N b that maps the received signal y t with entries {y n,t } into the quantized output r t with entries {r n,t } in the following way: if {y n,t } ∈ (τ k , τ k+1 ] and {y n,t } ∈ (τ l , τ l+1 ], then r n,t = q k + jq l . Using this convention, the quantized received signal can be written as
In the one-bit case, under the assumption that τ 1 = 0 (zero-threshold comparator) and that
the quantization outcomes at each antenna belong to the set R 1 = {1+j, −1+j, −1−j, 1−j}. Furthermore, February 4, 2016 DRAFT we can write the quantized received signal at the nth antenna, and at discrete time t, as follows:
Here, sgn(·) denotes the sign function;
We consider the case where CSI is not available a priori to the transmitter or to the receiver, i.e., they are not aware of the realization of H. This scenario captures the cost of learning the fading channel, an operation that has to be performed using quantized observations. We further assume that coding can be performed over many coherence intervals (ergodic setup).
of transmitted signals within a coherence interval, and let R = [r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r T ] be the corresponding N × T matrix of received quantized samples. For a given quantization function, the ergodic sum-rate capacity is
Here, the supremum is over all probability distributions on X such that X has independent rows (no cooperation between users) and such that the power constraint
is satisfied. Since the noise variance is normalized to one, we can think of ρ as the SNR. The sum-rate capacity in (5) is, in general, not known in closed form, even in the infinite-precision case (for which tight capacity bounds have been recently reported in [37] ).
A common approach to transmitting information over fading channels whose realizations are not known a priori to the receiver is to reserve a certain number of time slots in each coherence interval for the transmission of pilot symbols. These pilots are then used at the receiver to estimate the fading channel.
Assume that P pilot symbols are used in each coherence interval (K ≤ P ≤ T ). Because of the large dimensionality of the fading matrix H, simple, low-complexity channel-estimation methods are favorable for massive MIMO [2] . Therefore, as in [24] , we shall focus on LS channel estimation. We further assume that the users are able to coordinate the transmission of their pilots: when one of the UEs transmits pilots, the other UEs remain idle. In other words, pilots are transmitted in a round robin fashion. 1 Furthermore, we assume that all users transmit the same number of pilots. According to the LS principle, an estimate of H is obtained asĤ
The use of time-interleaved pilots ensures that the matrix (8) is indeed invertible. Also, because of the idle time, each user can transmit its pilots at a power level that is K times higher than the power level for the data symbols, while still satisfying the average power constraint (6).
III. ONE-BIT SISO
We consider in this section the case when there is only a single user in the cell and when the BS has only a single antenna, which is equipped with a pair of one-bit quantizers (zero-threshold comparators).
For this case, the channel input-output relation (2) reduces to
Here, x t ∈ C and w t ∼ CN (0, 1) are the input and noise respectively, and the signal r t ∈ R 1 denotes the one-bit quantized output. The scalar channel h ∼ CN (0, 1) remains constant over the coherence interval and is not known a priori to the transmitter and receiver. For this scenario, the channel capacity is achieved by on-off QPSK signaling [18] , and is given by
where R QPSK (·) denotes the rate achievable with QPSK:
Here, we have defined
with g ∼ N (0, 1). The function Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal random variable. Furthermore, the SNR threshold ρ c in (10) is the solution to the following optimization problem:
In what follows, we derive an expression for the rate R LS (ρ) achievable with pilot-based LS estimation, which is a lower bound on the channel capacity (10) . We then propose a JPD processing scheme, and proceed by proving that this scheme actually achieves the capacity (10).
Assume again that P pilots are used (1 ≤ P ≤ T ) and let x p be the P -dimensional vector containing these symbols. Similarly, let r p be the corresponding one-bit quantized channel output. Furthermore, let
x d and r d be the (T − P )-dimensional transmitted and received data vectors respectively.
Under the assumption that the P pilot symbols and the T − P data symbols are drawn independently from the same input distribution (we shall assume QPSK because of (10)), we obtain a lower bound on the channel capacity as follows:
Here, x and r are distributed as one of the elements in x d and r d , respectively, and
is the LS estimate of the scalar channel h obtained from x p and r p . The inequality (14) holds because transmitting pilots is not necessarily optimal. Similarly, (15) holds because LS estimation is not necessarily optimal. Finally, (16) follows because the T − P data symbols are independent and identically distributed.
In the following theorem, we provide an expression for R LS (ρ) in (17).
Theorem 1: For the channel (9), the rate achievable with QPSK and LS channel estimation based on P pilot symbols is
The function β(·, ·) is defined in (12) and H b ( ) = − log 2 − (1 − ) log 2 (1 − ) denotes the binary entropy function.
Proof: See Appendix A.
In Fig. 2 , we compare the rate achievable with pilot-based LS estimation (19) with the capacity ( reference, we also depict the capacity for the case when the receiver has perfect CSI at the receiver [17] .
As T increases, the gap between the no-CSI capacity (10) and the perfect receiver-CSI capacity decreases.
This means that if the coherence interval is sufficiently long, the cost of estimating the channel becomes negligible. For the case T = 2, there is no gap between the pilot-based lower bound (19) and capacity (10) . Indeed the following result holds.
Corollary 2:
The RHS of (19) coincides with the rate achievable with QPSK (11) for the case T = 2.
Proof: We start by noting that when P = 1 and ∈ {0, 1}, we have that β( , P − ) = 1/2.
Furthermore, one can verify that β(0, 2) + 2β(1, 1) + β(2, 0) = 1. Using these two properties, we can rewrite (19) as follows:
Observe now that (22) coincides with the RHS of (11) for the case T = 2.
It turns out that, in terms of achievable rate, LS estimation performs just as well as ML estimation.
Specifically, letĥ ML be the ML estimate of the channel h, obtained from x p and r p , and let R ML (ρ) be the rate achievable with QPSK and ML channel estimation based on P pilots. Proceeding as in (14)- (17), we obtain
The following result holds.
Corollary 3: For the channel (9), the rate achievable with QPSK and ML channel estimation based on P pilot symbols is
where R LS (ρ) is defined in (19) and R ML (ρ) is defined in (23) .
Proof: See Appendix B.
It is well known that the pilot-based lower bound (19) can be improved by using also the channel outputs corresponding to the data symbols to improve the channel estimate [33] - [35] . This approach is sometimes referred to as JPD processing.
The JPD processing scheme considered here is described as follows. Assume that only the first time slot in each coherence interval is reserved for a pilot symbol. To decode the tth symbol in the coherence interval, we rely on the LS channel estimate obtained from the previous t − 1 symbols (1 pilot symbol and t − 2 data symbols). For the one-bit quantization case, LS estimation combined with the proposed JPD processing scheme turns out to be optimal, as formalized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4: For the channel (9), LS estimation combined with JPD processing achieves the channel capacity (10).
Proof: See Appendix C.
This result implies that if we allow for JPD processing, then LS channel estimation is capacity achieving in the SISO case.
IV. MASSIVE MIMO
Motivated by the results obtained for the SISO case, we now assess the rates achievable with LS estimation on a multi-user massive MIMO uplink channel. Although JPD processing is advantageous for low-resolution quantized massive MIMO [38] , we will consider only the version of LS estimation given in (8) , which relies exclusively on pilot symbols and does not exploit JPD. Indeed, JPD processing is more computationally demanding and may not be suitable for massive MIMO. Furthermore, our proof that the proposed JPD processing scheme is capacity achieving in the SISO case does not generalize to MIMO.
To limit the complexity further, we will focus on the case when the BS employs a linear receiver. Linear receiver processing-although inferior to nonlinear processing techniques such as successive interference cancellation-is less computationally demanding and has been shown to yield good performance when the number of antennas exceeds significantly the number of active users [39] .
We shall consider two types of linear receivers, namely MRC and ZF. With MRC, we maximize the strength of a UEs signal, by using the channel estimates to combine the received signal coherently. In the infinite-precision case and when perfect CSI is available at the receiver, this results in an array gain proportional to N . With ZF, we additionally try to suppress the interference from other UEs, at the cost of reducing the array gain to N − K + 1 (see, e.g., [39] ). Using either of the two methods, a soft estimatê x k,t of the transmitted symbol x k,t from the kth user at time t = P + 1, P + 2, . . . , T is obtained as
Here, a k ∈ C N denotes the receive filter for the kth user, which is given by
Withĥ k we denote the kth column of the matrixĤ, which is obtained through (8) . Furthermore, (Ĥ † ) k is the kth column of the pseudo-inverse of the channel estimate matrixĤ † =Ĥ(Ĥ HĤ ) −1 .
The achievable rate R (k) (ρ) for user k = 1, 2, . . . , K with LS estimation and MRC or ZF detection is
where x k andx k are distributed as x k,t andx k,t respectively. Since all the users in the system are statistically equivalent, following steps similar to (14)- (17), we conclude that the sum-rate capacity can be lower-bounded as
The mutual information in (27) can be computed by mappingx k to points over a rectangular grid in the complex plane as described in [24] . With this technique, we obtain a lower bound on R (k) (ρ) [40, p. 3503 ] that becomes increasingly tight as the grid spacing is made smaller. The conditional probability mass functions needed for the evaluation of the mutual information can be computed using Monte-Carlo sampling. 2 The remainder of the section is organized as follows, In Section IV-A, we show that multi-user massive MIMO systems with one-bit ADCs support high-order constellations. In Section IV-B, we analyze the system performance and compare it to the infinite-precision case. We then consider the case of multi-bit quantization in Section IV-C to investigate how many bits are required to approach the performance obtainable in the infinite-precision case. Finally, in Section IV-D we investigate the impact of imbalances between the power at which the UE signals are received at the BS.
A. One-bit ADCs
Differently from [24] , we focus on high-order modulations and not only on QPSK. Indeed, although QPSK is optimal in the SISO case, the use of multiple antennas at the receiver opens up the possibility to use high-order modulation formats to support higher rates. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 where we plot the MRC receiver output (for 300 different channel fading realizations) corresponding to 16-QAM data symbols for the case when a single user transmits also P = 20 pilots to let the BS acquire LS channel estimates. As the size of the BS antenna array increases, the 16-QAM constellation becomes progressively distinguishable (see Fig. 3b ), provided that ρ is not too high. Indeed, additive noise is one of the factors that enables the detection of the 16-QAM constellation; the other is the independent phase of the fading coefficients associated with each receive antenna. The explanation is as follows: due to the one-bit ADCs, the quantized received output at each antenna belongs to the set R 1 of cardinality 4. These 4 possible outputs are then averaged by the MRC filter to produce an output (a scalar) that belongs to an alphabet with much higher cardinality. The cardinality depends on the number of pilots and on the number of receive antennas. The key observation is that the inner points of the 16-QAM constellation, which are more susceptible to noise, are more likely to be erroneously detected at each antenna. This results in a smaller averaged value after MRC than for the outer constellation points. To highlight the importance of the additive noise, we consider in Fig. 3c the case ρ = 20 dB. Since the additive noise is negligible, the output of the MRC filter lies approximately on a circle, which suggests that the amplitude of the transmitted signal cannot be used to convey information. However, the phase of the 16-QAM symbols can still be detected. Indeed, because of the independent fading, the phase distortion caused by the coarse quantization, which is significant at each antenna, is zero-mean and will therefore be averaged out with MRC. This means that if the fading coefficients are correlated over the antenna array, the ability to recover the phase of the transmitted signal will be lost at high SNR. To demonstrate this issue, let h = h1
with h ∼ CN (0, 1), denote the channel fading vector. Here, 1 is the all-one vector. For this case, the phase distortion due to fading is equal on all antennas and it can no longer be averaged out with MRC (see Fig. 3d ). When the noise is negligible and when the channel is nonfading (i.e., when h = 1) the constellation collapses to a noisy QPSK diagram (see Fig. 3e ). For both these unfavorable cases, high-order modulations are not supported by the channel.
A possible remedy to this problem is to randomize the quantization error among observations by intentionally adding noise to the signal prior to the ADC. This approach is commonly referred to as dithering, and its advantages are well documented (see, e.g., [41] - [43] ). We can write the quantized dithered signal at time t as
where d t ∈ C N is the dither signal at time t.
To highlight the benefits of dithering, we consider again the case when h = 1 and ρ = 20 dB, and show in Fig. 3f the received 16-QAM constellation after we have applied dithering. Similarly to [26] , we have used a CN (0, (ρ − 1)I N )-distributed dither signal. We note that it is now possible to detect the 16-QAM symbols. Dithering can also be used to recover the 16-QAM constellations in Fig. 3c and 3d, for the independent and correlated Rayleigh-fading case, respectively.
Dithering (which requires knowledge about the SNR) can be implemented by, for example, adding DC biases to the comparators in the ADCs. Since we strive to keep the receiver hardware complexity at a minimum, we will consider for the remainder of this paper only nondithered quantization. For the independent Rayleigh-fading case considered in this paper, dithering is useful at high SNR. However, in massive MIMO, the SNR per antenna is typically low, as we rely on the massive number of antennas to provide large array gain. Furthermore, in a multi-user scenario, the interference from other UEs will also perturb the signal, causing beneficial randomization in the quantization error.
B. Numerical Results for One-Bit ADCs
In Fig. 4 we compare for the single-user case, the rates achievable with QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM as a function of ρ. 3 We depict both the rates achievable with one-bit ADCs and the ones for the infiniteprecision case. The number of receive antennas is N = 200, and the coherence interval is T = 1142. 4 The number of transmitted pilots P is optimized for every ρ value. We see that, despite using one-bit ADCs, higher-order modulations outperform QPSK already at SNR values as low as ρ = −15 dB. Note that if ρ is further increased, the 16-QAM and 64-QAM rates start decreasing because the constellation collapses to a circle (see Fig. 3c ). Note also that, when QPSK is used, the difference in the achievable rates between the one-bit quantized case and the infinite-precision case is marginal-an observation that was already reported in [24] . On the contrary, the rate loss is more pronounced for the higher-order constellations. 3 To evaluate the mutual information, we have simulated 300 random fading channel realizations. For each channel realization we have considered 300 random noise and interference realizations for each user and each symbol in the transmitted constellation. the number of pilots P is optimized for each value of ρ.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the rates achievable with MRC and ZF for both the one-bit-ADC and infinite-precision case when K = 10 users are active. Motivated by the results in Fig. 4 , we compare here only the rates achievable with 16-QAM and 64-QAM. For the one-bit-ADC case, independently of whether MRC or ZF is used, the rate per user is significantly reduced compared to the single-user case (cf., Fig. 4 ). This suggests that, with high-order modulations, the system becomes interference limited because the one-bit ADCs partly destroy the orthogonality between the fading channels associated with different users. Note in fact that in the infinite-precision case there is virtually no difference between the single-user and the multi-user rate if ZF is used (compare Fig. 4 and Fig. 5b ). On the contrary, when MRC is employed, the system is interference limited also in the infinite-precision case.
More pilots are required in the one-bit-ADC case compared to the infinite-precision case, as it is more challenging to perform channel estimation based on the coarsely quantized observations. For example, when ρ = 10 dB, and 16-QAM in combination with ZF is used, the optimal number of pilots in the infinite-precision case is one per user. In the one-bit-ADC case it is five per user.
In Fig. 6 , we plot the per-user achievable rates with ZF, as a function of the coherence interval T for ρ = −10 dB, N = 200, and K = 10. The number of pilot symbols is optimized for each value of T .
We also depict the achievable rates for the perfect receiver-CSI case. Similarly to the SISO case (see Fig. 2 ), as T increases the per-user achievable rate approaches the perfect receiver-CSI rate. However, this convergence occurs at a slower pace than for the infinite-precision case. This suggests that the one-bit ADC architecture is less suitable for high-mobility scenarios. Note also that the achievable rate is zero when T ≤ 10. In fact, when orthogonal pilot sequences are transmitted, at least 10 pilot symbols are required when K = 10.
In Fig. 7 , we plot the per-user achievable rates as a function of the number of BS antennas. Here, ρ = −10 dB, K = 10, and T = 1142. As in the previous cases, the number of pilot symbols is optimized, this time for each value of N . We note that higher-order constellations outperform QPSK also when the number of receive antennas is much smaller than 200. Furthermore, when QPSK is used, the achievable rate saturates rapidly as the number of receive antennas is increased. In order to achieve 3 bits per channel use in the one-bit-ADC case, about 360 antennas are required. In contrast, for the infinite-precision case only 160 antennas are required to meet the same target rate. Thus, when deciding on whether to equip a BS with a large number of antennas and low-resolution ADCs, or to equip it with fewer antennas but with high-precision ADCs, the power consumption of the ADCs along with that of other hardware components in the transceivers has to be taken into account.
C. Numerical Results for Multi-Bit ADCs
Next, we turn our attention to the multi-bit-ADC case. To determine the quantization labels and levels we approximate the channel output by a Gaussian random variable and use the Lloyd-Max algorithm [44] , [45] . 5 The motivation behind the Gaussian approximation is that the per-antenna received signal converges to a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance Kρ + 1 as the number of users grows.
Focusing on 64-QAM and ZF, we compare in Fig. 8 the achievable rate as a function of the ADC resolution and the SNR. We observe that with two-bit ADCs, the achievable rate increases significantly compared to the one-bit-ADC case. For example, at ρ = −10 dB, we achieve 90% of the infinite-precision rate, compared to 71% with one-bit ADCs. Increasing the ADC resolution beyond four bits seems unnecessary for the system parameters considered in Fig. 8 . However, other factors such as the quality of the channel estimate, could motivate using higher resolution ADCs. Recall that with reciprocity-based TDD operation, the channel estimates obtained in the uplink are also used for beamforming in the downlink.
D. Impact of Large-Scale Fading and Imperfect Power Control
So far, we have considered only the case when all users operate at the same average SNR. This corresponds to the scenario where perfect power control can be performed in the uplink, which is clearly favorable for low-resolution ADC architectures. Indeed, when the received signal powers are vastly different, low-power signals may not be distinguishable from high-power interferers if the ADCs resolution is too low. To investigate this issue, we consider first the case when there are only two users in the cell. Both users transmit 16-QAM symbols, the first one with SNR ρ 1 = −10 dB, the second one with a varying transmit power. Specifically, its SNR ρ 2 ranges from −10 dB to 50 dB. Hence, the SIR for the first user before receiver filtering is ξ = ρ 1 /ρ 2 (in linear scale).
In Fig. 9 , we plot the achievable rates for the first user, for varying ADC resolution, as a function of the SIR. As before, N = 200 and T = 1142. We set the number of pilots per user to P/K = 10.
Note that the interfering signal is in-band and can not be removed by RF filtering. With MRC, the system is sensitive to interference even in the infinite-precision case. Consequently, increasing the ADC resolution beyond three bits provides no gain in terms of interference mitigation. In contrast, with ZF the system can handle substantially more interference. Indeed, in the infinite-precision case, the achievable rate is unaffected by the interference. With one-bit ADCs on the other hand, the interference cannot be mitigated. For example, at SIR ξ = −20 dB the rate drops to 43% of the infinite-precision case. For SIR ξ = −40 dB, less than 3% is attained. By increasing the resolution beyond one bit, the system can tolerate more interference. For three-bit ADCs, we achieve 89% and 15% of the infinite-precision rate when the SIR is −20 dB and −40 dB, respectively.
In practical systems, large spreads in the received power is typically avoided through power control.
However, perfect power control may be impossible to achieve due to, for example, limitations on the UE transmit power. In a final example, we investigate how the UEs ability to accurately perform power control impact the system performance. We consider a single-cell scenario and adapt the urban-macro path loss model in [46] . The simulation parameters for this study are summarized in Table I In Fig. 10 , we plot the 10% worst throughput for the intended user located d 1 = 185 meters away from the BS as a function of ∆d. We focus on 16-QAM and assume that the received signal power level for each user is known to the BS. To attain the curves, we have considered 1000 random interfering user drops for each ∆d value. 6 As expected, the gap to the infinite-precision rate grows as ∆d increases. In the uncoordinated case, with one-bit ADCs and ZF, we attain 57% of the rate achievable with perfect power control. The corresponding number for the three-bit-ADC case is 79%. This shows that high rates are achievable with low-resolution ADCs also when no power control is performed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the performance of a low-resolution quantized uplink massive MIMO system operating over a narrowband Rayleigh block-fading channel whose realizations are not known a priori to transmitter Table I. and receiver. We have demonstrated that for one-bit quantization, LS channel estimation combined with JPD processing is capacity achieving in the SISO case.
For the one-bit massive MIMO case, high-order constellations, such as 16-QAM, can be used to convey information at higher rates than with QPSK. This holds in spite of the nonlinearity introduced by the one-bit quantizers. Furthermore, this can be achieved by using simple signal processing techniques at the receiver, i.e., LS channel estimation and MRC detection.
By increasing the resolution of the ADCs by only a few bits, e.g., to three or four bits, we can achieve near infinite-precision performance for a large range of system parameters. Furthermore, the system becomes robust to some extent against differences in the received signal power from the different users, due for example, to large-scale fading or imperfect power control.
An extension of our analysis to a OFDM based setup for transmission over frequency-selective channels is currently under investigation. Such an extension could be used to benchmark the results recently reported in [29] . We conclude that for a fair comparison between the performance attainable using low-resolution versus high-resolution ADCs, one should take into account the overall power consumption, including the power consumed by RF and baseband processing circuitry.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
By symmetry, the rates achievable on the SISO channel (9) with QPSK inputs are twice as high as the rates achievable with BPSK. Hence, in the remainder of this appendix, we shall focus on the real-valued channel r t = sgn(hx t + w t ), t = 1, 2, . . . , T.
Here, h and w t are N (0, 1)-distributed, and the input symbol x t is drawn from a BPSK constellation.
The LS channel estimate in (18) reduces for the real case tô
sgn(x t r t ).
Note that Pr{sgn(x t r t ) = 1} = Φ(h √ ρ) and that Pr{sgn(x t r t ) = −1} = Φ(−h √ ρ). In what follows, we shall refer to the event {sgn(x t r t ) = −1} as a sign mismatch between the transmitted and received 
For a given channel fading realization h, there are P possible estimation outcomes with exactly sign mismatches. Therefore, it holds that
By averaging with respect all possible channel realizations, the probability of sign mismatches can be written as follows:
where β(·, ·) is defined in (12) . It follows from (32) that I(x; r |ĥ LS ) = I(x; r | ).
The mutual information I(x; r | ) can be expressed as I(x; r | ) = 1 2
x,r, P ( )P r|x, (r|x, ) log 2 P r|x, (r|x, ) P r| (r| ) .
To evaluate (36), we need the conditional probability mass function P r|x, , which can be expressed as follows P r|x, (r|x, ) = E h P r|x,h (r|x, h)P |h ( |h) P ( ) (37)
Furthermore, by averaging with respect to the two possible BPSK inputs we find that P r| (r| ) = 1 2
= 1 2 β( + 1, P − ) + β( , P − + 1) β( , P − ) .
Finally, by using that
we conclude that the conditional probability P r| (r| ) can be simplified to
By substituting (34) , (38) , and (45) into (36), we obtain I(x; r | ) = 1 + 1 2 P =0 P β( , P − ) β( + 1, P − ) β( , P − ) log 2 β( + 1, P − ) β( , P − ) + β( , P − + 1) β( , P − ) log 2 β( , P − + 1) β( , P − ) (46)
In the last step, we have used that 
which follows from (44) .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF COROLLARY 3
In [22, Eq. (25) ], it is shown that the ML estimate for the real one-bit quantized SISO channel (30) can be expressed as follows:ĥ
Exactly as for the LS estimate (32), the ML estimate depends on x p and r p only through the number of sign mismatches between the two vectors. Hence, I(x; r|ĥ ML ) = I(x; r| ).
Using (35) we conclude that I(x; r|ĥ ML ) = I(x; r|ĥ LS ), which implies the desired result.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 4
By construction, the rate achievable with the JPD scheme is I(x t ; r t |ĥ t−1 ).
Here,ĥ t−1 denotes the channel estimate obtained from {x i , r i } t−1 i=1 . To establish Theorem 4, it is sufficient to show that (51) coincides with (11) evaluated for QPSK inputs. Equivalence to (10) is then proved by replacing QPSK with on-off QPSK.
Our proof is by induction. We start by noting that when T = 2, (51) coincides with the RHS of (19) .
Equality between (51) and (11) for the case T = 2 then follows from Corollary 2. We now assume that JPD processing achieves (11) for an arbitrary coherence interval T . The induction steps consists of proving that the same holds when the coherence interval is T + 1. Note that I(x T +1 ; r T +1 |ĥ T ).
By the induction hypothesis, we can replace R QPSK (ρ). Furthermore, we can replace the second term on the RHS of (53) with the RHS of (19) evaluated for P = T . By doing so, we can write the rate with JPD processing for T + 1 as
R (T +1)
JPD (ρ) = 2 +
